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Arrogant Me
 
Born with a desire in my heart to conquer this world
there's only me and it's me, there's so much arrogance inside me
 
 
I feel the way what I see and I see what I mean
I'm my world, I owe my words there's no one like me
 
Born with thought in my mind, get the hell out for this world
I'm here for me and it's me, I'll get what I want for me
 
I feel the way what I see and I see what I mean
I'm my world, I owe my words there's no one like me
 
 
Born with a desire in my heart to rule this world
there's only me and it's me, there's so much arrogance inside me
 
Born with thought in my mind, get the hell out for this world
I'm here for me and it's me, I'll get what I want for me
 
 
Born with dare inside me, I'm so much for my own
I live for me, I care for me that's how I mean for me
 
I feel the way what I see and I see what I mean
I'm my soul, I'm the shadow, no one messes with me
Born with a desire in my heart to rule this world
there's only me and it's me, there's so much arrogance inside me
Born with thought in my mind, get the hell out for this world
I'm here for me and it's me, I'll get what I want for me
Born with dare inside me, I'm so much for my own
I live for me, I care for me that's how I mean for me.........
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Help Me! !
 
Help! me out, I'm with my own shit to solve
take me out of this, I don't want myself get involve..
 
 
I want getting myself to the right way
I've been thinking it for all day
nothing made up my mind; I'm screaming for so long
this fear of my own is creeping along.......
 
 
Help! me out, I'm with my own shit to solve
take me out of this, I don't want myself get involve...
 
Help! me out, I beg for what I did
take me out of this, I can't be (no more)   what I pretended...
 
 
This fear is killing me from inside
I'd better have died
No reason to be alive, with a prick useless life...
 
 
Help! me out, I need some peace for myself
Set me out of this, I can't take it till the end....
 
 
 
Help! me out, I've had myself for a kill
Fade me out of this world, I got no guts to pull me out.....
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Hold Me! !
 
It's been so long I've been sitting here counting each passing seconds
 
It's so difficult for me to hold on my breathe, stitching' all my wounds...
 
 
 
I feel like I'm broken inside somebody hold me
 
I'm too scared right now somebody Hold me! !
 
 
 
I see blurred images moving' on, on a blooded screen
 
I was walking' around unconscious don't know where I've been
 
no one with me now I'm feeling' so alone
 
never seen anything beautiful, it'd been so long
 
 
 
It's been so long I've been sitting here counting each passing seconds
 
It's so difficult for me to hold on my breathe, stitching all my wounds...
 
 
 
 
I'm left behind by all somebody all me on
 
I'm too scared right now somebody Hold me! !
 
 
 
Loneliness is all what I left with
 
don't care what you think...
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I feel like my life stuck in hell
 
I tried to move on with pain with me
 
I guessed if somewhere I can find some help
 
 
 
I still got some hope somebody may hold me
 
I'm too scared right now somebody Hold me! !
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Now I'M Within You
 
I see your pretty face every time, I close my eyes
I feel your presence every time, i breathe
my friends keeps saying I talk about you all the time
they're so jealous of you they think i have changed
I don't know what to say and what possibly I can do
But I got something to say, 'can I be within you'.
 
 
You keep talking to me and I listen until your words finishes
I don't even make an excuse so that I hear you
I sit holding your hands when we have a talk
I waited eagerly so I can ask you for a walk
I  don't know what to say and what possibly I can do
But I felt, 'If was a part of you.'
 
 
 
I love you keeping yourself around me, I've been so addicted
All I wanted is your love, so I won't miss a date
I keep on searching for you when you're out of my sight
I want so badly to have you by my side
I  don't know what to say and what possibly I can do
But let me tell you, ' NOW I'M A PART OF YOU'.
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Whenever Love Strikes
 
Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear
 
As I try to get to you, my feet steps back from you
I'm pretending not to be but I'm really missing you.....
 
Whenever I think of us, my hands starts to move
every time when I write, my words moves around you...
 
 
 
Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear
 
 
If you're ever gonna forgive me? For what I gave to you
 
 
Everything that we had, all your goods and all my bad
APOLOGY is not you want from me but it's all I have.......
 
 
 
I'm still waiting for you in believe you're still mine
I feel you in every twinkling stars shining at the darkest nights.....
 
Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear....
 
 
 
Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear
 
 
 
 
I'm here still creeping to you in hope I'm still in your eyes
I kept you deep inside my heart where you always lies
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Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear
As I try to get to you, my feet steps back from you
I'm pretending not to be but I'm really missing you.....
 
 
 
Whenever I think of you, my eyes fills with tears
Whenever I look at you, my heart beats with fear
As I try to get to you, my feet steps back from you
I'm pretending not to be but I'm really missing you.....
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